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CUES Partners with Think|Stack to Offer Innovative IT Compliance Solution to Credit Unions
MADISON, Wis.—CUES® is pleased to offer its members an impactful tool that allows credit
unions to manage their digital transformation thanks to a new partnership with Think|Stack and
their cyber governance solution, Goma.
“Goma is really a fantastic tool,” said John Pembroke, CUES’ President/CEO. “It’s easy-to-use
software that gives credit unions insight into three key domain areas—people, tools, and
governance. Plus, it offers simple-to-grasp visual tools and journey mapping that IT leadership
can use to keep the C-Suite, the board of directors, and auditors updated. Think|Stack is a leader
in CU digital transformation, cybersecurity and cloud management and we’re excited to partner
with them.”
“We built Goma specifically to aid companies that want to do more than just mitigate risk,”
said Chris Sachse, CEO, Think|Stack. “Goma is a robust tool that facilitates communication and
tracks progress in an organization’s digital transformation. It gives key stakeholders the
information they need and provides a roadmap on the digital innovation journey. CUES is the
perfect partner to help us bring Goma to the credit union industry.”
Goma helps credit unions:
•

Journey Map to visualize how technology empowers business processes

•

Monitor digital transformation with a visual dashboard

•

Assess compliance with key regulations for IT and cybersecurity

•

Set goals based on the likelihood and potential impact of risk

•

Access peer data to see how they stack up

•

Demonstrate progress to key stakeholders through simple-to-grasp visual tools

CUES members receive a 60-day free trial and kickoff workshop when they sign up.
To learn more about Goma, visit cues.org/Goma.

To find out more about Think|Stack, visit thinkstack.co.
For more on CUES, visit cues.org.
Think|Stack Mission: We are the only human centered technology services company in the
world. We believe in PEOPLE BEFORE TECHNOLOGY. We work with credit unions to guide them
along their digital transformation journey. We design, build, maintain and secure the technology
infrastructure of the future.
CUES’ mission is to educate and develop credit union CEOs, executives, directors and future
leaders.
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